
 

Across 
1 Our pub's popular with slimmers (5) 

4 Get it when performing mass without extras (3,6) 

9 Girl exploring either end of cosmic space - should be 

educational (9) 

10 Courageous support for Venezuela (5) 

11 Spear, as for example used to pierce Jesaiah's heart (7) 

12 Nasty present? (7) 

13 Shade of red used in Heat? (5) 

15 Injure girl overlapped with metal instrument (9) 

18 Fascinated with the doors provided (9) 

20 Cold one she swallowed - it's French, dear (5) 

21 Told docker's backing No. 1 (7) 

23 No, no - No. 1 rag - I'm surprised paper folded (7) 

25 Not where males put on trial? (5) 

26 Pre-performance advice to give Elgar, mostly (5,1,3) 

27 Coming from all directions to place where one can find 

many issues (9) 

28 Irritated by Lawrence's tiny wings (5) 

Down 
1 Removing top ingredients from wealthy ruler, I've 

become profitable (9) 

2 Hooks rule between banks of channels (5) 

3 City story about new course with layers (7) 

4 Distant era where Eloi sport between ends of 

night, heart of Sphinx, and the final cold (9) 

5 "X" leads the Telegraph, Independent, Mail and 

Evening Standard (5) 

6 Ban "O take Me!" (as seen in The Mirror) (7) 

7 Never! A pig to run The Telegraph? (9) 

8 Tricky alternative for nurse (5) 

14 A tabloid version of "Alfred the Great's edicts" 

could be The Weakest Link? (5,4) 

16 'R' is for rock band? (9) 

17 Sticking to the rules for being neighbourly (7,2) 

19 Huntress clearing insiders before 5 rewrite (7) 

20 Insect is fair game (7) 

21 Plant fluid is risen? Not quite (5) 

22 Put words in mouth of unknown, and get a 

president (5) 

24 Finally - not almost finally - we hear the World 

Press's onto him (5) 



 


